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Abstract

The paper deals with the problem of segmentation of ischemic stroke in the
human brain computer tomography images. Carried out thorough analysis of
stroke regions in images shows up several useful features that can be used in early
but rough image pre-processing stages. Based on these features a procedure for
segmentation of ischemic stroke regions from 2D images into 3D shape is devel-
oped, presented and proved by experimentation. It can be used for evaluation
of stroke volume and support the decision making about patient disability.

Keywords: Image segmentation, ischemic stroke, stroke volume, 3D vizual-
ization.

1 Introduction

Stroke is characterized by the sudden loss of circulation to an area of the brain,
resulting in a corresponding loss of neurological function. Strokes are classified
as either hemorrhagic or ischemic. Acute ischemic stroke refers to strokes caused
by thrombosis or embolism and accounts for 80% of all strokes.

Although magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) gives more detailed pictures
of the brain, computer tomography (CT) is a fundamental branch point in the
stroke evaluation. Disadvantages of MRI include its high cost, lack of availability
at most centers, and insensitivity for detecting early hemorrhages. An MRI can
be performed afterwards if finer details are required for further medical decision
making.

Patient health status depends on stroke region size and location in human
brain (see Figure 1). It is important to calculate stroke volume for making prog-
nosis of patient disability. Manual segmentation procedures of ischemic stroke
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area in CT images by human expert are tedious, time and labor consumptive,
results are often difficult to reproduce, and finally—subjective. For this reason,
automatic techniques of computer-aided image analysis are necessary.

Modern image segmentation utilizes statistical pattern recognition techni-
ques such as Markov random fields [11], artificial neural networks [2], gray level
co-occurrence matrix [3], correlation [10], to name a few. Despite the fact that a
huge number of various algorithms have been developed for brain segmentation
of MRI images ranging from semi-automated to fully automated methods, see
for example references— [1, 6, 7], only several publications studied issues of brain
CT image processing (object recognition aspects were studied in [4], while stroke
analysis was done in [5]).

In a following we are going to report new results in a continuation of in-
vestigation of automatic methods for ischemic stroke region segmentation in
CT images [8, 9]. Section 2 summarizes results of a thorough analysis of stroke
regions showing up importance of local means and standard deviations of image
intensity levels in the characterization of stroke regions. A developed proce-
dure for rough stroke region segmentation from 2D CT images is presented in
Section 3. Conclusions about presented results are given at the end.

2 In search of features of the ischemic stroke

The overall task is to calculate a volume of ischemic stroke in brain of human
head. Unknown stroke region can be defined as a complex but smooth 3D shape
in the human skull (see Figure 1). It must be build from 2D stroke regions
extracted from CT slices. In our investigation for each explored human head we
possess 16 CT slices taken with 8 mm separating altitude and represented as
grayscale image of dimension 512 × 512 pixels. In this section we show results
only for single CT slices of seven different humans (we will identify them by
letters A, B , . . .G), however they can be generalized for all CT slice images we
have.

Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the ischemic stroke region as a 3D shape
fitted in to 16 CT slices.
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Figure 2: Initial CT image of A human head: 512× 512 pixels size, 99 intensity
levels, the 10th slice of total 16 (increase in slice index corresponds to increase
in scan altitude).

2.1 CT image pre-processing

CT images of brain have not high contrast between different textures. All nec-
essary information occupies only 99 gray levels from 4096 levels available in
DICOM image. Thus, first done pre-processing step is a selection of meaningful
region of gray levels for CT images. Resulting “raw” CT image of 10th slice of
A human head is shown in Figure 2.

The other pre-processing done to the image before trying to analyze it is
a removal of “uninteresting” parts of image. In our case these parts include
exterior of human head and its bone area. Pre-processing algorithm is not
complex because it is based on the fact, that bone area of human head has
highest intensity level and main part of it is in oval continuous shape. Prepared
for the following analysis CT image of A human is presented on the next page
in Figure 3.

2.2 Analysis of the ischemic stroke region

Let us examine local means and standard deviations of investigated slice, while
we consider to know beforehand stroke region indicated in Figure 3 by black
curve. Utilizing sliding rectangular window of size w × w pixels we calculate
local means by

µr,c =
1

w2

r+(w−1)/2
∑

i=r−(w−1)/2

c+(w−1)/2
∑

j=c−(w−1)/2

xi,j , (1)
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Figure 3: Pre-processed CT image (Figure 2): exterior of human head and its
bone area are removed.
Black curve indicates suspected region of ischemic stroke.
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Figure 4: Local means and standard deviations of pre-processed CT image of
A human head (Figure 3): 21 × 21 pixels size sliding window, 2 pixels shift.
Gray color dots represent non-stroke region, dots in black correspond to given
stroke region shown in previous figure by black curve.
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and local standard deviations by

σr,c =

√

√

√

√

√

1

w2
− 1

r+(w−1)/2
∑

i=r−(w−1)/2

c+(w−1)/2
∑

j=c−(w−1)/2

(

xi,j − µr,c

)2
. (2)

Here, we use following notations: µr,c—the mean of sliding window that is
centered on r row and c column; xi,j—image value at i row and j column.

In Figure 4 the distribution of local means and standard deviations for
A human head slice from Figure 3 is shown. It was calculated employing wide
w = 21 pixels sliding window with 2 pixels shift and is shown only partly fo-
cusing on the peculiar part. The information about the stroke region let to sort
local means and standard deviations into two classes: stroke (shown in black
color) and non-stroke (shown in gray color). From Figure 4 follows, that local
means and standard deviations that correspond to the stroke region concentrate
in one place (their scattering is small), moreover values of standard deviations
tend to be minimal.

Even having no proof or guaranties of existence of one-to-one mapping be-
tween stroke region and mean-deviation plot, pre-processing procedure utilizing
the fact of existence of possibly one-to-many mapping however with such nice
locality properties could be successful. Thus in the following we will explore
significance of found stroke region features.

2.3 Significance of stroke region features

In order to prove usefulness of local mean and standard deviation as a features
for segmentation of stroke region let us make following experiment.

We take CT slices of remaining six B–G humans heads and calculate local
means and standard deviations according to (1) and (2). Results of calcula-
tions are shown in left columns of Figure 5 and Figure 6 (again only with the
enlargement of important part).

Based on the presented plots selection of limits for local means and standard
deviations that possibly correspond to stroke region (in figures marked as a
black square) is done. This step being not trivial, still is not so complicated as
it may be seen at first glance. Lower limit of local standard deviation could be
any close to zero number, while upper limit usually is in range from 0.3 to 0.4.
Lower limit for local mean is determined by the data itself, e.g., in left part of
Figure 5(c) see peak around σ = 0.02 and µ = 0.15 point. Upper limit for local
mean must be calculated adding to lower limit value in range from 0.05 to 0.08.
The final choice for values in range depends on how much fuzziness we wish to
keep in the remaining region.

After the selection of limits, classification of local means and standard de-
viations is done: points that fall into selected limiting box are considered to be
corresponding to stroke region (see black dots in left columns of Figures 5, 6).

Finally, basing on the classified local means and standard deviations images
consisting only of suspected stroke regions are found and used as mask for
post-processing. Right columns of Figure 5 and Figure 6 show CT images of
B–G humans heads together with imposed (found) regions of stroke. It can
be seen that calculated stroke regions coincides with real ones and it proves
significance of chosen features.
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(a) Data of human B
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(b) Data of human C
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(c) Data of human D

Figure 5: Plots of local means and standard deviations (left column) calculated
using CT images (right column) of different humans: 21× 21 pixels size sliding
window, 2 pixels shift.
Black color in left column plots indicate those local means and standard devia-
tions that possibly correspond to stroke region and were selected for segmenta-
tion. White color contours in right column images indicates actual segmentation
results.
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(a) Data of human E
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(b) Data of human F
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(c) Data of human G

Figure 6: Plots of local means and standard deviations (left column) calculated
using CT images (right column) of different humans: 21× 21 pixels size sliding
window, 2 pixels shift.
Black color in left column plots indicate those local means and standard devia-
tions that possibly correspond to stroke region and were selected for segmenta-
tion. White color contours in right column images indicates actual segmentation
results.
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3 Segmentation of ischemic stroke region

Main difficulty for the use of local means and standard deviations as a fea-
tures for ischemic stroke region segmentation into 3D shape is their inherited
dependency on the altitude of scan, i.e., slice index.

3.1 Corrections for inter-slice variation

Let us consider possibility of correction of inter-slice variation of local means
in order to increase precision of ischemic stroke segmentation. We will examine
9 CT slices in range from 7 to 15, taken from A human head (see Figure 9).
As previously, local means and standard deviations are calculated using sliding
window w = 21 pixels with a shift of 2 pixels and are shown in Figure 7. Based
on plots of local means and standard deviation for each considered slice, lower
limits for stroke region segmentation are found. Upper limits are calculated
adding common for all slices local mean variation of value 0.6. Figure 8 shows
discovered inter-slice variability of local means: solid line indicates mean value,
while by horizontal strips upper and lower limits are shown, too. This plot
confirms nonlinear nature of inter-slice variation of local means. However, it
is not so severe as one could be suspecting. It appears, that even 3rd order
polynomial approximation captures main variability (shown as x-marked solid
line).

3.2 Corrections of raw segmentation

After utilization of corrected limits of local means, raw segmentation results for
A human head are shown in the same Figure 9: found regions are indicated by
white curves. From this figure is evident, that in most CT slices several regions
were found. Nevertheless true set of regions could be identified (see Figure 10,
where all slices are shown in 3D and selected ones are marked by black edges).
This becomes possible because of the locality feature of stroke: going from one
slice to another, stroke region must be consistent—be approximately in the same
place in slice. Moreover, usually non-true regions have smaller area then true
ones.

3.3 Summary of segmentation procedure

Results of ischemic stroke region segmentation into 3D shape are presented in
Figure 11(a) (front view) and Figure 11(b) (side view), while procedure itself
could be summarized in following three steps:

1. Pre-processing: select useful intensity range; remove exterior of human
head and its bone area; process images with band-stop filter (in order to
select only range of local means and standard deviations).

2. Segmentation into 2D regions: search for correct range of local means
utilizing at least 3rd order polynomial approximation; according to it,
adjust cut-off frequencies of band-stop filter and process again.

3. Form 3D shape of stroke region: sort out non-true regions based on their
place and size; use smoothing or other interpolation technique and con-
struct 3D shape.
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Figure 7: Local means and standard deviations for different CT slices of A hu-
man head.
By black color considered to be corresponding to stroke region dots are indi-
cated.
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Figure 8: Dependency of local means limits on CT slice index (scan altitude):
data taken from A human head 7–15 images.
Solid line indicates middle value of the chosen variation of local means, strips
shows upper and lower bounds of it, line with x-marks shows 3rd order approx-
imation of local means variation.
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Figure 9: Subsequent 9 preprocessed CT images of A human head: top left
image corresponds to 7th CT slices, right bottom one—to 15th CT slice.
By white curves calculated (“raw”) ischemic stroke regions are indicated.
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Figure 10: Contour 3D plot of stroke region segmentation results using data
from Figure 9.
Gray areas indicate regions found using local means and standard deviations
from Figure 7. Black edges of regions emphasize the subset of them that was
selected based on the their place and used for final construction of 3D shape of
ischemic stroke. Outer gray contours indicate edges of human skull.

(a) Front view (b) Side view

Figure 11: Reconstructed ischemic stroke 3D shape for A human head.
Gray contours indicate where each slice crossed human skull.
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4 Conclusions

A procedure of rough segmentation and reconstruction of 3D shape of ischemic
stroke from the 2D human brain CT images was presented. It was developed
basing on the presented analysis of images, that showed up importance of the
local means and standard deviations of image intensities. Nonlinear variability
of selected characteristics from CT slice index (scan altitude) was taken into
account in the procedure enabling to higher segmentation precision.

Experimental study confirmed suitability of proposed procedure, that could
be useful to support decision making about patients disability that is based on
the shape and volume of the stroke.
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